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One of the most interesting topics about voting is felony disenfranchisement, 

which means losing the right to vote when becoming a felon. Felony 

disenfranchisement is present in 48 of the 50 states, however, I would like to argue 

that citizens should not lose their right to vote ever, even when they are 

incarcerated. Pettus argued that „‟in 2004 approximately 4 million United States 

citizens lose their right to vote in both state and federal elections because they had 

been disenfranchised by their states for felony” (2013,1),  that means the turnout 

could be higher without felony disenfranchisement and so the elections would be 

more representative. Also, by definition the citizens of the United States are “all 

persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction 

thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they reside” (14th 

Amendment, section 1) why, then, should convicted citizen lose their voting rights, 

when they come by birth? Moreover, in some states, their citizens lose their right to 

vote forever no matter if they have been released. In the following paragraphs I am 

going to analyze why that matters and which are other options to avoid felony 

disenfranchisement. 

The right to vote is a civil right that was expanded with the 14th Amendment 

guaranteeing black people right to vote. On the other hand, the practice of felony 

disenfranchisement is not expanding, but limiting the right of voting for convicted 

citizens. Pettus citing the Harvard Note (1989, 1301) and Demleitner (2000, 795) 

argued that “it is entirely appropriate for the federal judiciary to put an end to what 

they perceive as unconstitutional abridgments of citizens‟ political rights” (39). The 

difficulty that we find here is “the problem of double citizenship” where according to 



Pettus “equal citizenship status in the sovereign nation is not matched by equal 

citizenship rights of national political representation” (2013, 49). The states 

freedom in legislating produce contradictions such as felony disenfranchisement in 

Florida even when the person has completed his or her sentence, or preserving the 

voting right in Vermont and Maine even when the felon is in prison (Shaw, 2015). 

That double citizenship not only creates these kinds of contradictions between 

states but also because of the federal system. Pettus argued that “although a 

convicted felon may be disqualified by state law from voting for local and state 

officers, she should – in an unitary democracy- be qualified by federal law to vote 

for the national officers, such as congressperson […] who will represent her in 

virtue of her American citizenship” (2013, 41). I could not agree more with that 

statement because it seems unfair that a person can be private of voting rights 

even when her sentence is just because of a crime in one of the two levels of 

federalist government.Also, these differences between states could generate 

migrations to the ones that allow voting to exfelons (Fernell and Mauer 1998, 24).  

Moreover, felony disenfranchisement is not only a civil rights deprivation but 

also a racial exclusion of voting. Dilts argued that “criminal disenfranchisement 

plays an important roles as a productive technique of race-making in the United 

States” (2014, 5) because African-American population has lost their vote more 

often than any other group (Shaw, 2015). The Sentencing Project reported in 2014  

that nationwide 1 in every 13 black male cannot vote because of felony 

disenfranchisement and in three states (Florida, Kentucky and Virginia) more than 

1 in every 8 are also disenfranchised (2). If the 14th Amendment was an advance in 



racial equality in the United States, we can see now that the incarceration rates 

growing, especially between black males, have made of felony disenfranchisement 

a way of denying again the right of voting to a specific group of people.Pettus 

(2013) also argued that historically felony disenfranchisement only applied to the 

upper class (citizens in ancient Greece or landlords in feudal European times), or 

in other words, the ones that were considered citizens. However in the United 

States, where the citizenship is given by birth, this practice has been applied to 

exclude minorities from voting (2013, 52). The same author explains why it has 

been that way historically by the path-dependence theory, in which the costs rise if 

an alternative to the status-quo is chosen (2013, 53), so even if the current law is 

unfair it is just easy and costless to keep it how it is, or in Dilts words “felony 

disenfranchisement […] produce and maintain the social order in ways we do not 

yet fully understand (2014, 18). 

Dilts(2014) analyzed felony disenfranchisement on a punishment 

perspective influenced by Michaels Foucault‟s philosophy. What both authors 

argued is if prison is a punishment for committing a crime and that includes the 

deprivation of liberties, should not these liberties be returned once the sentence is 

completed? The author analyzes the differences between a delinquent and a felon 

and argued that while the first one can be temporary and it is a condition that would 

be disappear after the punishment, the second one „‟is a figure that cannot be 

rehabilitated and, as such, calls for continual (and possibly permanent) political 

exclusion” (2014, 29) In that sense, it seems that felony disenfranchisement is not 

only confusing, racial discriminative but also, excessive. If we understood this 



practice as a form of punishment for committing a crime and totally related to 

incarceration, it should finish (if ever started) whenever the incarceration finishes.  

Felony disenfranchisement also has to do with turnout and representation. If 

4 million U.S citizens are disenfranchised it means that the turnout is lower that it 

would be without this practice.Richard (2013) also argued that politicians would be 

more likely to give public good provisions in areas where the turnout is higher 

because they can probably get more votes than where the turnout is lower. We can 

relate that to the African-American percentage in felony disenfranchisement, and 

argue that if their turnout is lower, the public provisions for them would be also 

lower and that would create inequality situations. The same author also argued that 

“the overall per capita level of public good provision is going to be lower in a 

disenfranchising state (compared to a non-disenfranchising state)” (2013, 18). In 

my opinion, we can add then, that felony disenfranchisement does not affect only 

to felons, but in this case, to the citizenry that lives near them because the lower 

participation will cause a lower provision of goods to the area, according to 

Richard‟s analysis of politicians‟ interests. In addition to that, we can consider 

again that migration could be another options for the exconvicted citizens which 

are willing to participate in voting. In some states, exconvicted people has a lack of 

information on their rights and the paperwork of the administration is usually a 

nightmare in order to get their right to vote (Branch, 2014). So, if the people is not 

well informed about their rights it is not only the participation that counts but which 

kind of society we are creating on prison. As I will argue in this paper, prison 



should be the place to know about these rights and to encourage citizens to take 

part on collective decisions such as elections. 

 The next question we have to answer is: are there other options besides 

felony disenfranchisement? In Pettus (2013) words “the prisons that hold the 

overincarcerated populations and discharge them as our disenfranchised fellow 

citizens are key institutions in the political economy of citizenship” (183), that 

means that prisons should be a place to educate the ones who have committed 

and offense and to prepare them for a full citizenship that should look for “the good 

of the whole” (2013, 183). If nowadays prisons are a way of punishment for felons, 

they should be also a place to learn and value their duties and rights as citizens. If 

the punishment only consists in deprivation of rights and liberties, the likelihood of 

the felons becoming citizens after prison is lower than if they learn about voting 

and representation in democracy. It is also common that exfelons do not know their 

rights to vote, prison should be the place to be informed about that. 

In Dilts words “(felony disenfranchisement) it is pointless punishment, it is 

racist, it reproduces racial inequalities, it is excessive and cruel, it is administrative 

nightmare, it undercuts the value we place on self-government, it skews electoral 

results, and on and on” (2014, 201). The author suggested as an alternative of 

felony disenfranchisement a separation between punishment and citizenship 

(2014, 202). Following that suggestion, being punished for a crime would not have 

to do with the rights that the person has as a citizen of the United States, in that 

way, after incarceration, and that is after punishment, the rights would be the same 

ones that that person had before her sentence. In my opinion, another way not to 



eliminate it,but to reduce the disenfranchisement could be to separate it between 

federal and national laws. As we have seen before, it does not matter if the felony 

was committed against a federal or a national law that the felon could not vote in 

any elections. However, if we restrict the disenfranchisement to the elections 

related to the government‟s level of the crime, it is less contradictory than it is 

nowadays. 

In conclusion, it is being showed that felony disenfranchisement is an unfair 

practice that deprives citizens from voting even when their condition of a citizen is 

guaranteed by birth. We have also seen that, specifically, one racial group is 

affected by felony disenfranchisement, which is African-American people. 

Diltsciting other authors argued that “exfelon disenfranchisement is a contradiction 

and an anachronism in a modern liberal democracy” (2014, 39). It does not make 

any sense that a progressive society still uses an ancient practice to exclude some 

population from the ballot box. I would consider the United States of America a 

leader nation in terms of liberties and social progress, however, felony 

disenfranchisement stigmatize a part of the society that has already been included 

as citizenship. As this paper explains, there are different ways to reduce the 

disenfranchisement or even eliminate it and at the same time, educate citizens to 

use their liberties with knowledge and freedom. 

Felony disenfranchisement is not out of the political agenda and some 

changes are being introduced. Nevertheless, these changes are not always good. 

On one hand, while some states are approving laws to restore the voting right; on 



the other hand, some of them are vetoing bills to make that change on their ballots 

(The Sentencing Project, 2015). 

The politicians and lawmakers should value the representation of the whole 

society by allowing to vote every citizen in the United States. A more informed, 

more inclusive and more representative society is, in my opinion, the best way to 

contribute to the nation‟s progress. 
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